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The Codeworks
Advantage

n an increasingly competitive market,
logistics leaders turn to experienced
solutions providers who understand
your business and its unique challenges. From
supporting multiple companies with diverse
requirements and discrete inventory to reducing
costs, improving performance and increasing
sales, the challenges you face are many. We
know, because we help logistics operations like
yours survive and thrive in this environment every
day. Born and bred in the demanding Third-Party
Logistics world, Codeworks is uniquely qualified
to provide your third-party logistics, vendormanaged and/or contract operation with the
capability to win new business.
We offer sophisticated functionality with a
simplified approach you’ll find refreshing. As a
single source for business consulting, full-featured
and fully-integrated products, installation,
training and exceptional support, you only
need one point of contact. The warehouse and
transportation solutions you receive include all
the options--standard--so your costs don’t increase
when your transactions, users or locations do.
Maximizing your productivity while minimizing
your supply chain interruptions, (the hidden
variable in determining your true total cost of
ownership) has never been easier. Your tangible
Return on Investment (ROI) goes from rapid
to immediate and “sophistication, simplified”
suddenly makes sense.
Compare the capabilities you receive with our
solutions, making it easy for you to increase
productivity, reduce costs and win new business.
Read the record-setting improvements our
customers achieve with our solutions and
consider the possibilities for your operation.
Codeworks is the solutions provider who
understands your logistics operation, offers the
products and services you need today and shares
your passion for excellence.

You’re in Good Company
We are known by the company we keep, so we’re
proud that our successful clients span the following
facilities and industries:

Facilities
•

Freight Brokers &
Forwarders

•

Transportation

•

Fulfillment Centers

•

Vendor-Managed
Inventory

•

Warehouses
•

Bonded

•

Contract

•

Dry Storage

•

Refrigerated
Public

•

Third-Party
Logistics/3PL

Industries

•

Automotive

•

Alcoholic
Beverages

•

Apparel

•

Building
materials

•

Consumer Durables

•

Consumer
Electronics

•

Consumer Goods

•

Corrugated
Products

•
•

Detergents

•
•

Direct Sales

•

Farm, Lawn & Garden
Equipment

•

Food, FoodRelated &
Beverage

•
•
•

General Merchandise

•
•
•

Glass

•
•
•
•
•
•

Home Appliances

•
•
•
•
•

Lumber

Document
Management

Grocery
Health and Beauty
Aids
Manufacturers
Paper
Retail
Sporting Goods
Wire
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Electronics

Hardware
Health Care

OEM
Plastics
Roll Fabrics
Tapes

Enterprise-Level Visibility & Management
Our simplified, value-priced approach to licensing
includes management of regions, campuses,
buildings, labor, docks and workflow with
the conversion of your first location. Manage
both pallets and lots and offer your customers
the ability to track their freight by all valid
international weight types. Comprehensive
visibility beyond the four walls of your operation
has never been easier.

“The workflow capability of
WDLS gives us the ability to
define processing steps for
orders and receipts by client
and assign responsibility
for each step within our
operation...It has led to
measurable improvements in
performance and quality of
service.”
Dieter Stoll, President
M&W Distribution
Services, Inc.

As seasoned industry professionals, we know
that an enterprise-level license must include the
ability to grow from a few hundred thousand
square feet to several million without an increase
in price, so that’s what you receive. With a single
license, you can manage up to 10,000 customers
and millions of products. You reduce your costs
and increase your profitability, both now and
over the long term.

Flexible Radio Frequency
Functionality and flexibility go hand-in-hand,
so the comprehensive capabilities you receive
include support for any 802.11x handheld RF
device, maximizing your flexibility. Enjoy the
benefits of improved operational accuracy with
inbound staging & directed “putaway,” requisition
picking, scheduled item moves and automatic
replenishment of empty primary locations.

Whether you process orders in batch or realtime, our capabilities support you either way.
Knowing that a competitive logistics operation
also manages levels of staff experience, you can
take advantage of the ability to customize work
assignments for each associate. We make it easy
for you to maximize the productivity of your
team, both now and into the future.

“Using WDLSRF, we
conducted a blind, dualcount, audited, physical
inventory of 1.2 million cases.
The prior physical count
occurred 3 years ago. The
dual counts & recounts were
recorded in 4 hours using
RF devices. The comparison
to book was completed in
only 6 hours resulting in a
difference of less than 500
cases. Our client measured
the accuracy at .996 – their
best result ever.”
Graham Swank, General
Manager
Southwest Logistics

The Speed of Sound
Voice picking continues to grow in popularity
for a number of good reasons. Receiving pick
requests by headset and confirming picks by
voice keep the operators’ hands free. Not
only do you improve the safety of your work
environment, you improve your throughput as
well. Without the need for handheld scanning
devices and/or paper-based lists, eye contact
stays focused on order locations and picking
tasks, reducing operator fatigue and improving
picking accuracy. Warehouse staff enjoy
choosing their favorite “virtual” voice, improving
both acceptance and productivity, while you
enjoy the quick return on investment.

The Capability To Win New Business

Our flexible functionality includes the ability to
complement your RF needs with market-leading
pick-to-voice products like Inther™. Consider the
improvements in productivity that voice-directed
receiving, put-away, stock transfer, order fulfillment
and replenishment would bring to your operation.
We can help you get there.

“The Voice technology we
implemented has led to
productivity gains that even
I could not have imagined…
With the help of Codeworks’
systems and staff helping to
implement these changes,
we gained an additional 20%
productivity improvement we
did not expect.”
Larry Landtiser, General
Manager, Strategic Customer
Operations
ODW Logistics, Inc.

RFID Capability
You will also enjoy the theft-reducing capabilities
of radio frequency identification (RFID) to improve
your operating margins. The industrial-strength
functionality you receive includes support for both
RFID readers and printers, but we don’t stop there.
We’re already compliant with the most stringent
EPC Global Standards.
Take advantage of our many capabilities and grow
your operation while reducing your costs. With
the improved efficiencies you receive, you can
offer more competitive prices to win new business.

Sensible Security
Our built-in security is designed from the ground
up for unparalleled productivity. With the
capability to define access by groups, menus,
menu options, screens or individual users and/or
roles, you see just what you need to do the job.
Keep It Simple, Superstar.

Comprehensive Inventory Management
With a Codeworks solution, your inbound
processing begins outside the four walls from
your first notification. Offer your customers the
convenience of entering their own orders with
their own desktop web browser. You can also
receive orders by Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI), desktop computer and even by radio
frequency devices.
When inbound freight arrives, handling crossdocking, damaged, over and short conditions
are easy. Automated reverse logistics/return
goods management processing increases your
operational throughput, while producing receiving
documents and labels becomes quick and simple.
Our standard kitting functionality includes the
ability to kit by either order or request, while
our automatic FIFO or LIFO product rotation
minimizes spoilage. And when you’re ready to
streamline the supply chain throughout your
organization, take advantage of our automatic
Purchase Order update and reorder capabilities.

Order Processing Efficiency
We know your business is moving freight at
maximum efficiency, no matter the warehouse size
or level of automation. Even if you’re paper-based
today and want to be paperless in the future, that’s
okay. With our product, you can use both methods
simultaneously. Enjoy the flexibility of a wide range
of picking methods to maximize your productivity.
And staying focused on order fulfillment priority is
easy with a simplified, color-coordinated interface.
Location and quantity overrides are no
problem, either. Dynamic consignee addressing,
comprehensive manifesting capability and the
ability to store your customers’ ship-to addresses
make preparing shipments a snap. For outbound
freight, you can easily produce UCC128 shipping
labels and ship in either batch or real-time.
When your needs include parcel and freight
shipping, take advantage of our seamless
integration with Varsity Shipsoft™, the market
leader with deployments in over 1,000 distribution
centers. Shipsoft supports a wide array of shipping
needs from single-site domestic to multi-location
global shipments. Our core functionality includes
all the 3PL-based, real-time billing capabilities you
need, making efficient, on-time deliveries easy.
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Seamless Integration
The products you receive are team players,
acknowledging the strength of diversity while
adhering to standards of excellence throughout.
Sophisticated interfaces to your existing systems
are complemented by simple and centralized data
validation capabilities. Improving data quality has
never been easier to achieve. And when it’s time
to update the rules, make one simple change and
everybody plays by them, real-time.
Should your integration needs include browsers,
delimited files or Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems such as BAAN, Great Plains, J D
Edwards, Oracle, Peoplesoft or SAP, we’re happy
to hear it. Suffice it to say we haven’t found a
system yet we didn’t like. The core functionality
you receive also supports Excel worksheets, File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) and/or web services.

“…our customers are thrilled
with WDLS’s interface
capability, especially with
such major systems as
SAP and other proprietary
programs. The ability of
WDLS to provide a paperless
operating environment
for high volume, high SKU
facilities on a 24 hour 7 day
a week basis keeps us in a
leadership position in 3rd
Party contract operations,
and is one of the key building
blocks of our success.”
Jack Mackenzie,
Vice-President
ODW Contract Services

We interact daily with over 300 E-Commerce
Trading Partners and so can you. It’s easy for you
to increase customer visibility and efficiency with
our extensive EDI capabilities that include manual
or automatic real-time e-mail notifications.

“The WDLS-e Commerce
module trades 90% of our
activity electronically which
has increased our accuracy
and significantly reduced our
overhead.”
Darby Strickland, President
Shippers Warehouse

Real-Time Reporting
Your customers can now have improved visibility
to their inventory throughout the supply chain with
real-time, web-based reporting. Offer the ability
to download several customized worksheets,
providing a higher level of customer service
without increasing your staff. Our capabilities
allow you to achieve a higher degree of inventory
accuracy and with our forecasting capabilities, you
can reduce your inventory costs. The net result is
ultra-competitive pricing to win new business.
At Codeworks, not only are our products team
players, but we are, too. We see things from your
perspective, so our installation plans include a
generous amount of time for training and support.

“Our experience with WDLS
software over the past
three years has been one of
stability, flexibility, ease of
use, and exemplary support.
Our operation is complex,
running multiple warehouse
operations in different
environments on one server.
The systems ease of use
through all of this complexity
is the best I’ve encountered.”
Jim Houpt, Manager of
Operations
Logisco
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Integrated Transportation Management

Exceptional Customer Support

Our transportation management solution allows
you to deliver higher productivity in your freight
operations at a lower cost, a welcome delivery,
indeed. Seamlessly integrated with our warehouse
management solution and your existing systems,
the benefits you receive are many.

A true business partnership is built on a foundation
of support from our seasoned professionals who
know the logistics industry. We’re as familiar with
your industry as our products, and you receive
the generous amount of professional, responsive
support you’d expect from a true business partner.

Compare your margins for each order across
all carriers before you ship, always making the
most profitable choice. With rising fuel costs,
our capabilities are crucial to maintaining
healthy growth margins and competitive prices.
Automatically validate Carrier Invoices and store
unlimited shipment and load address types. Pool
shipments to further reduce your costs. Store
your delivery routes as you add new customers
and dynamically modify routes to maximize
your efficiency. With EDI capabilities, electronic
transmission of freight invoices and automated
payment feeds to Accounts Payable, our
transportation management solution really delivers.

When you call us, you won’t hear a computergenerated voice, but a real person, ready to help.
We’re here to support you, 24/7/365, just the way
you like it. Our exceptional support is but one
reason why we haven’t lost a single customer.

Industrial-Strength Infrastructure
Our platform is extremely stable, highly scalable,
and fully integrated. Security, communications, an
industrial-strength DB2 database, administration
and full vendor support are all included with
the operating system. The storage design of our
solutions provide a level of efficiency that is
unparalleled by any other, built from the ground
up for extreme transaction volume with the
lightning-fast response times you need.
Our integrated database is engineered to handle
millions of transactions, accessed with SQL, XML,
or its own native methods, all at the same time. The
database supports transaction rollback, audit trail
journals and remote journaling to off site servers
for disaster recovery. And there’s no need to
worry about data integrity, as our solution comes
standard with secure and seamless multi-user
record-level access control.

Comprehensive Capabilities
Codeworks is uniquely qualified to help you win
new business with the following capabilities:
• 3PL specialists who understand your business
• Products and services applicable to a wide
range of facilities and industries
• Real-time supply chain visibility beyond the
“four walls” with web-based order entry,
reports and downloads that satisfies the most
discriminating visibility requirements
• Full-featured and fully-integrated products that
include all the options--standard--maximizing
your throughput
• Support for any 802.11x Radio Frequency
devices, maximizing your flexibility
• Comprehensive integration and automated
notifications, increasing your throughput
without increasing staff
• A single point of contact for business
consulting, warehouse and transportation
management products, installation, training
and support, maximizing your productivity
• Value-priced licensing that keeps costs low
when transactions, users and/or locations
increase; your prices stay ultra-competitive
over the long term
• Experienced, professional, responsive
customer support

This integration of system architecture, services,
database, and world-class hardware provide
the stable foundation for the complex software
requirements and around-the-clock operations you
need, all with a minimal level of staffing. You can
either utilize this sophisticated functionality on
your existing iSeries server or take advantage of
our “no infrastructure” hosted solution.
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The World Is Our Warehouse
At Codeworks, we believe our responsibility extends beyond the warehouse to the planet at large.
While we adhere to quality standards in all we say and do, we believe that we can
still communicate the exceptional value of our products and services in an
eco-friendly way. To us, good business also means being a good steward.
This paper was manufactured with 100% wind energy and processed
without chlorine. Printed on 80% post-consumer recycled paper, it is
Ancient Forest-Friendly and Forest Stewardship Council-certified. All
colors used are eco-friendly soy and vegetable inks. At Codeworks,
green is more than just a color in our logo. It’s the way we do business.
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Columbus, OH 43235
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About Us
Since 1995, Codeworks has helped Third-Party Logistics providers grow their logistics business and
exceed diverse customer expectations. More than just a software provider, we are a 3PL business
solutions specialist, offering business consultation, comprehensive software solutions, seamless
integration, training and ongoing support to clients nationwide. Every day, our solutions process tens of
thousands of orders, ship many tons of freight and manage millions of square feet of warehouse space.
We also make it easy for our current and future
customers to keep up-to-date on industry news,
trends and tips with our quarterly e-newsletters,
delivered right to your Inbox. Timely and concise,
it’s just what you’d expect from a true business
partner.
Codeworks offers web-based demonstrations
of our products from the comfort of your office.
We welcome the opportunity to discuss how we
can help optimize your operation, substantially
improve your competitive advantage and deliver
the capability to win new business.
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